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The seminar deals with various topics related to European integration in practice. The provisional list of topics includes:

- Capital market integration
- Population gain in border regions
- Cohesion
- FDI
- Effects of EU enlargement on the German labor market
- Effects of EU enlargement on the Austrian labor market
- Integration effects in border regions
- Social Trust
- Prices convergence

The topics’ allocation is based on participants’ preferences. The seminar will take place from Thursday, June 17, to Friday, June 18, at Burg Hoheneck, Ipsheim. Except for a small fee (approx. 12 euros), the costs for travel, accommodation and meals are fully covered by the chair.

Preliminary meeting:
Wednesday, 10th of February 2021 at 16.45 on zoom
(https://fau.zoom.us/j/96593696256?pwd=Umc3TEtvTVNHVW8xd2pXeHp0d2cxZz09).

Contact person: Annalisa Tassi, annalisa.tassi@fau.de.